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 Cadbury Crème Egg: The History  

The Cadbury Creme Egg is a popular chocolate 
treat that has been enjoyed by chocolate lovers 
around the world for almost 100 years. The 
history of the Cadbury Creme Egg can be traced 
back to the early 1920s, when the Cadbury 

company first began producing chocolate eggs for Easter. 

The original Cadbury Creme Egg was introduced in 1923, and it was made 
using Cadbury's Dairy Milk chocolate and a white and yellow fondant  
filling. The egg quickly became a popular Easter treat in the United      
Kingdom, and it has remained a staple of Easter celebrations ever since. 

Over the years, the Cadbury Creme Egg has undergone a number of 
changes and improvements. In the 1960s, the egg was given a new shape 
and a thicker chocolate shell, which made it more durable and easier to 
handle. In the 1970s, the fondant filling was changed to a more creamy 
texture, and a third color, green, was added to the filling to give the egg a 
more realistic look. 

In the 1980s, the Cadbury Creme Egg was given a major marketing push, 
and it became a household name in the UK. The famous "How do you eat 
yours?" advertising campaign encouraged people to come up with       
creative ways to eat the egg, and it helped to make the Cadbury Creme 
Egg a cultural phenomenon. 

In the 1990s, the Cadbury Creme Egg was introduced to new markets 
around the world, including the United States, Canada, and Australia. The 
egg quickly gained a following in these countries, and it became a popular 
treat for Easter celebrations. 

In recent years, the Cadbury Creme Egg has continued to evolve and 
change. In 2015, the company introduced a new version of the egg that 
was made with a different chocolate and had a different shape. This new 
version was met with mixed reviews, with some fans of the original egg 
disappointed with the changes. 

Despite the changes and the occasional controversy, the Cadbury Creme 
Egg remains one of the most popular Easter treats in the world. Each year, 
millions of eggs are sold around the globe, and fans of the egg continue to 
come up with creative ways to eat and enjoy this delicious chocolate treat. 

In conclusion, the history of the Cadbury Creme Egg is a story of           

innovation, evolution, and enduring popularity. From its humble           

beginnings as a simple chocolate egg with a fondant filling, the Cadbury 

Creme Egg has grown into a cultural phenomenon that is beloved by  

chocolate lovers around the world. Whether you prefer to eat it in one 

bite, lick out the filling, or come up with your own creative way to enjoy it, 

there's no denying the appeal of this classic Easter treat. 
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